
 

Math Studies 
2019-2020 Syllabus 

 

 

Jim McComas-Bussa 
Room 315 
Phone/Voicemail 612-668-7503 
Email jabus001@mpls.k12.mn.us 
Webpage Address 
http://roosevelt.mpls.k12.mn.us/Bussa_James 
I will reply to emails, during the week, with in a day.  I often will check email and 
reply on weekends as well.  I rarely check voice mail, so please contact via email. 

  
 
Course Description: This course is available only at standard level, and is equivalent in status to mathematics SL, 
but addresses different needs. It has an emphasis on applications of mathematics, and the largest section is on 
statistical techniques. It is designed for students with varied mathematical backgrounds and abilities. It offers 
students opportunities to learn important concepts and techniques and to gain an understanding of a wide variety of 
mathematical topics. It prepares students to be able to solve problems in a variety of settings, to develop more 
sophisticated mathematical reasoning and to enhance their critical thinking. The individual project is an extended 
piece of work based on personal research involving the collection, analysis and evaluation of data. Students taking 
this course are well prepared for a career in social sciences, humanities, languages or arts. These students may need 
to utilize the statistics and logical reasoning that they have learned as part of the mathematical studies SL course in 
their future studies. 
 
Course Objectives: This course is designed to prepare students for the IB Math Studies SL Exam.  To do this we 
will focus on both the subject matter and problem solving skills.  IB Math Studies aims to develop logical, critical 
and creative thinking, and patience and persistence in problem-solving.  All students are required to complete the IB 
Internal Assessment.  
 
 
 
Content Summary: There are 7 main topics that we cover in this class.  Some of these have been taught in a 
previous class and we’ll only review these.  The topics are: 
Statistics     Numbers and Algebra  
Functions      Sets, Logic and Probability 
Trigonometry and Geometry    Financial Math 
Calculus     Trigonometry Identities (comes after exam) 
 
 
Schedule of Units/Topics:  
IB DP courses are inquiry-based, so units are structured around “Essential Questions” that students will explore 
through the content to focus learning, develop curiosity and improve critical-thinking skills. The units we will study 
in class include: 

 

 



Topic Dates TOK 

1. Review material from summer packet, Prior 
Learning review and Runts math.   

9/3 - 6 How does prior learning set 
me up for future learning? 

2. (Topic 2) Descriptive Statistics - 12 hours 
Classification of data as discrete or 
continuous 
Grouped data: Freq tables, Mid-interval, 
freq histograms 
Cumulative frequency tables and curves 
Box and whisker, quartiles 
Mean, median, mode for simple discrete 
and grouped data 
Measures of dispersion, range, IQR, 
standard deviation 

9/9-26 What can we tell about a 
group by measuring the 
individuals? 

3. (Topic 4) Statistical Applications - 17 hours 
a. Normal distribution 
b. Solving with sketches 
c. Normal calculations 
d. Expected value 
e. Inverse Normal 
f. Bivariate data and correlation 
g. Line of best fit 
h. Mean point 
i. r 
j. +, -, and strength of r 
k. Finding the linear regression 
l. Interpolation and extrapolation 
m. 2 
n. Null and alt. Hypotheses 
o. Expected frequency 
p. Contingency table 
q. Degrees of freedom 
r. P-value 

9/27-10/29. Final 
for Q1 on 10/30 and 
31 

How can stats help us 
understand our world? 
Police data 
Demographic data 
Crime stats 
Testing data 
Attendance data 
Housing values….. 

4.  IA     25 teaching hours should be allocated to 
the work. This should include: 

• time for the teacher to explain to students the 
requirements of the project 

• class time for students to work on the project 
• time for consultation between the teacher and each 
student (rough draft due Monday so you can get 
peer feedback) 

• time to review and monitor progress, and to check 
authenticity. 

• Final draft due for quarter grade. 
• Possible to resubmit for IB Score. 

 
 
11/4 - 8 
 
11/19 - 20 
11/25 - 26 
 
 
12/17 - 21 
 
1/6-10 
2/6, 13, 20 
 

How does math impact my 
life? 

5.   (Topic 3) Logic, Sets, Probability - 20 hrs 
a. Basic Elements of Set Theory , , , , and 
compliment 
b. Venn Diagrams 
c. Sample space 

 

 

11/11 – 12/20 
 

(TOK - How can logical 
arguments get me what I 
need) 

 



d. Probability 
e. Expected Value 
f. Mutually Exclusive, Independent and combined 
events 
g. Trees, Venns, area models and lists 
h. With and w/o replacement 
i. Conditional Probability 
j. Logic symbols 
k. Truth tables 

6.   (Topic 6) Math Models - 20 hours 
a. Functions, domain and range 
b. Function notation 
c. Linear models (tie in arithmetic series) 
d. Quadratic models, factoring, symmetry, vertex, 
intercepts, axis of symmetry 

e. Exponential models and graphs (tie in geometric 
series) 

f. Asymptotes 
g. Higher order functions and solving them 
h. Drawing accurate graphs  
i. Reading and interpreting graphs 
j. Solving systems with GDC 

1/20 - 2/20 How can we express 
patterns in life using math? 

7.   (Topic 7) Differential Calc - 18 hours 
a. Derivative as rate of change 
b. Tangent to a curve 
c. Finding from limits 
d. Basic derivatives with shortcut 
e. Different ways of writing 
f. Slope and equation of tangents and normals 
g. Increasing and decreasing functions 
h. Values of x where derivative = 0 
i. Max and mins 
j. Optimization problems 
k. Second derivatives 

2/24 - 3/20 How do functions change? 

8. Review of old topics Rounding and Scientific 
notation 
9. Currency conversions 
10. Financial Maths on GDC  
11. Geo and Trig:parallel and perp. Lines, distance, 
equation of a line, Rt triangles, Non rights,3d, Surface 
area and volume 
12. Math models - quadratics, zeros, vertex different 
forms, accurate graphs, Higher order 

3/27 – 4/3 (break) 
 
4/6 - 10 
4/12-16 
4/17 - 30 
 

5/1 - 13 

 

13. Trig Identities 
            Unit Circle  
            Identities (1st assignment and 2nd) 

 What else do I need to 
know so the big kids don’t 
laugh at me? 

 
Texts/Resources: In this class we will use the Mathematical Studies SL book by Oxford Press.  Each student 
needs to have a notebook (preferably graph paper) dedicated to this class.  A graphing calculator will also be very 
helpful.  They can be checked out from the media center, found online, or for Android phones there is a free app 
(wabbit.emu) that can be used at home. 
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/19OODTA-jNxO-3be2FcYCOR1d4joAzRme/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19OODTA-jNxO-3be2FcYCOR1d4joAzRme/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19OODTA-jNxO-3be2FcYCOR1d4joAzRme/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19OODTA-jNxO-3be2FcYCOR1d4joAzRme/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WkVwK_hj27cwTV0s98EEGsBbsXTt8NMV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WkVwK_hj27cwTV0s98EEGsBbsXTt8NMV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WkVwK_hj27cwTV0s98EEGsBbsXTt8NMV/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17QXvnWOM4yZWAilZrhDE86TraV0I2i6X/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17QXvnWOM4yZWAilZrhDE86TraV0I2i6X/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1adV3b31VDQntE3aHiwv6vnAlbjXJaEAs/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19vqVgKNXH3f6mIoOdoGOhSGStzgWPjZU/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RsoTwWIkG_-uXFOwPtuz7O1WCgYqikko/view?usp=sharing


Grading/Assessment Policy:  
Math Studies is an IB course, and IB courses, and their assessments, are designed to 
develop the whole student. In mathematics, that means not just calculation, but also 
conceptual understanding, pattern investigation, communication, and real-world 
application.  
 
Overall grade 
Your overall grade will be awarded according to the scale on the right.  In Math Studies, 
your grade will be based on your work in three categories: formative work, summative 
quizzes, and summative IB assessments.  
 
Formative work (20% of overall grade)  
Practice is the foundation of studying mathematics. In this category, you will earn credit for 
your participation in activities, warm-ups, classwork, and homework. Work in this category 
is graded based on effort and completeness, not correctness. This is a place to make 
mistakes and learn from them! Formative assessments will generally be graded out of 2 
points, but may be given more points if it is a large assignment. 
 

On your formative work, you will see:  
2 (completely done – 100%) 
1 (partially done – 50%, which is a C+)           
0 (not done) 

 
Summative quizzes and assessments (80% of overall grade) 
Quizzes are an opportunity for students to receive feedback on their understanding. Grades in this category are based 
on your understanding of learning targets, which are the topics we will learn this year. You can expect to learn about 6-
10 learning targets per quarter. This is a chance to get specific feedback on your 
learning!    
 
IB assessments happen less frequently.  IB assessments may focus on knowledge and 
understanding of learning targets, pattern investigation, mathematical 
communication, and real-world applications. These assessments will increase in 
difficulty and students do not need to finish the test to get an A. 
 
Grades in summative categories will be awarded according to the RHS rubric, to the 
right:  
 
 

  
Homework Policy: Students should expect to have some homework 3 – 4 times a week.  Because homework is 
only 20% of the grade, late homework will not be made up unless there is a special circumstance. 
 

RHS Mathematics Grade 
Scale 

Letter 
Grade 

Minimum 
Percent of 
Credit Earned 

A 80% 

A- 74% 

B+ 68% 

B 62% 

B- 56% 

C+ 50% 

C 44% 

C- 38% 

D+ 32% 

D 26% 

D- 20% 

F 19% and below 

Grade Descriptor 

8 Perfect score. Produces 
high-quality work that 
frequently uses 
mathematics insightfully.  

7 Produces high-quality 
work that frequently uses 
mathematics insightfully.  

6 Produces high-quality, 
occasionally insightful 
mathematical work.  

5 Produces generally high-
quality mathematical 
work.  

4 Produces good-quality 
mathematical work.  

3 Produces mathematical 
work of an acceptable 
quality.  

2 Produces mathematical 
work of limited quality.  

1 Produces work of a very 
limited quality.  

0 Produces work that does 
not meet any of the above 
criteria.  



Attendance and Tardy Policy: Roosevelt’s attendance and tardy policy will be followed 
 
Classroom rules/expectations: In this class students are expected to be respectful and to follow the rules in the 
RHS student handbook.  In addition to that I expect all students to exhibit the traits in the IB Learner profile.  Two 
traits that I focus on are Caring and Risk-taking.  Students will care for each other by helping their neighbor and not 
disrupting the class.  They will show that they are Risk-takers by attempting difficult problems and not leaving 
anything blank.  Risk-takers know that “trying” means more than “looking at” and that IDK is NEVER an 
appropriate answer. 

Ethical Practice- Academic Honesty 

Students engaged in academic dishonesty will be penalized on the assignment, may be given the opportunity to 
resubmit the assignment for credit, and they will be reported to their dean for disciplinary action and 
Administration if applicable. 

Academic Dishonesty includes, but is not limited to: 

• cheating on assignments or tests 

• plagiarizing (misrepresenting as one’s own anything done by another) 

• submitting the same or substantially similar papers or creative work for more   than one course without 
consent of all instructors concerned. 

• depriving another of necessary course materials 

• sabotaging another’s work 

• colluding to support malpractice by another student 

• To avoid plagiarism, words and ideas used to support one’s argument MUST be acknowledged in all journals, 
papers and presentations.  

 In our class, you are required to use MLA citation style. Passages that are quoted verbatim must be enclosed 
within quotation marks and the author must be acknowledged.  Electronic media (websites, etc.)  must be 
treated the same way as books and journals, and the sources of all photographs, maps, illustrations, etc. must 
also be acknowledged if not your own work.  

               
 


